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Structure-from-motion (SFM) is the perception of depth

induced by retinal motion. Although primates use other

cues for depth perception, most notably stereopsis, the 

ability to perceive depth from motion is perhaps the 

earliest form of depth perception, and is believed to be 

used by lower animals such as insects and fish that lack

stereopsis.

SFM, also known as kinetic depth, was studied psycho-

physically by Wallach and other psychologists in the early

part of this century1,2. However, until recently, the neural

mechanisms responsible for this amazing perceptual phe-

nomenon have not been understood. We review here recent

experiments that are identifying the anatomical pathways

and neural algorithms responsible for three-dimensional

(3-D) SFM perception.

Position versus motion cues

There are two general theories of SFM perception: those

that use motion measurements3–7 and those based on 

position measurements8–12. Perhaps the best known position-

based model is Ullman’s original incremental-rigidity algo-

rithm8. This algorithm keeps track of the positions of 

specific points, across sample frames of the 2-D image, to

reach a rigid, 3-D interpretation. Motion-based algorithms 
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instead measure the local velocities of points on an image

and use the global velocity field to compute 3-D SFM.

There are several lines of evidence suggesting that the

brain uses motion information to compute SFM. Human

psychophysical experiments demonstrate recovery of SFM

in displays where the individual point lifetimes are only

80–100 ms (Refs 6,13–15). This minimum point lifetime 

is similar to the minimum lifetime required to make 2-D

velocity judgments16,17. In position-based algorithms, per-

formance is best for large displacements of the object between

discrete image frames. Treue et al.15 found that points must

be visible for a minimum time, rather than change by a

minimum displacement, for structure to be perceived. This

result suggests that motion, and not position, is the critical

measure. Also, lesions of MT produce deficits in monkeys’

ability to perform SFM perceptual tasks18. Since MT is an

area of the brain important for analyzing motion stimuli19–21,

this finding further supports the use of motion measure-

ments in SFM perception. The motion measurements used

for SFM perception may be encoded in the form of image 

velocity or, more simply, in the form of motion energy13,14.

Surface interpolation

In some circumstances, such as when very dense dot displays

are used, SFM can be perceived with the presentation of just

two frames22. However, with a reasonable number of dots

and limited point lifetimes (100–200 ms), vivid 3-D shapes

like the cylinder shown in Box 1 can be perceived, but per-

ception requires many frames over a long presentation time

(600–1000 ms). This long processing time can be used to

investigate how the 3-D percept is constructed by the brain.

By using point lifetimes that are much shorter than the

amount of time required to perceive structure, we have

found that a surface interpolation mechanism is used to

build up the 3-D percept6,15. In these displays, moving dots

appear briefly and asynchronously at different locations,

and this information is integrated over time to improve per-

ception. Furthermore, if a small number of dots are pre-

sented over and over again in the same locations, subjects

perceive little or no structure, whereas if the same number

of points are replotted in new locations, the 3-D percept

emerges. Thus, 3-D SFM perception requires moving points

which are presented at a number of spatial locations, and this

information can be gathered by using either a large number

of dots, or a small number of dots that appear at different

locations over time. These results provide strong support for

the idea that the brain uses a surface interpolation mechanism,

in which a mental representation of surfaces is constructed

and updated over time.

Using the two ideas of velocity measurement and sur-

face reconstruction, we were able to modify the original

Ullman algorithm to account for the experimental obser-

vations mentioned above. In this new formulation7, velocity

measurements are made, and a 3-D surface is calculated

from the available data. Then a new set of velocity measure-

ments is compared with the existing surface, which is modi-

fied to take into account these new data. This process is 

repeated until an accurate percept is achieved.

This model, and particularly the surface component,

explains a wide variety of SFM phenomena and illusions. It
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A dramatic demonstration of the SFM effect requires only 

an overhead projector and a paper clip. If one bends the paper clip

into a complicated shape, and lays it on the surface of the over-

head projector, the image projected is a two-dimensional (2-D)

reflection of the twisted wire. This 2-D projection gives no indi-

cation of the three dimensional shape of the paper clip figure.

However, if one rotates the paper clip under the light, the moving

2-D image is immediately perceived in 3-D.

A typical laboratory display used for SFM experiments is

shown in Fig. A. Observers view the flattened image (2-D 

projection) of a revolving, random-dot cylinder. This display 

contains two sets of dots moving in opposite directions, and the

speed of the dots varies sinusoidally with position within the 

stimulus, with the fastest speeds in the middle. Such a motion dis-

play is perceived as a 3-D rotating cylinder. However, this is also

an ambiguous display because it does not specify which surface is

in front and which is in back. For example, dots going right might

initially appear to be in front, with the left-going dots in back,

which translates to a cylinder that appears to be turning counter-

clockwise (from the top). But after a matter of seconds, the 

perceived surface order, and thus the perceived rotation, tends 

to flip spontaneously. This kind of SFM perception is said to 

be ‘bistable’, much like a Necker cube, whose perceived 3-D

structure tends to invert spontaneously (see Fig. B). In the main

text we review how the bistable property of the rotating cylinder

display has been used to study the cortical areas and neural 

mechanisms responsible for SFM perception.

Box 1. Demonstrations of 3-D structure-from-motion

Fig. Bistable perception of struc-
ture. (A) Schematic of structure-from-

motion stimulus. An imaginary 3-D

cylinder is parallel-projected onto a

2-D screen. The cylinder is assumed to

be transparent with dots on the sur-

face, so as it revolves, it creates mo-

tions in opposite directions in the 2-D

projection. (B) A Necker cube, which is

analogous to the cylinder projection in

(A) in that the surface order one per-

ceives (front versus back) is bistable.



also explains how the visual system solves specific and inter-

esting problems. For instance, this model, like the visual sys-

tem, is able to interpolate across areas within a surface where

there are few features. Also, under transparent conditions or

at motion borders, there are often motions in different di-

rections which should not be averaged together, but rather

assigned to separate surfaces; this is also accomplished by

the model.

Anatomy of the motion pathway

In the hierarchy of primate visual processing, direction-

selective cells first appear at the level of the primary visual

cortex (V1) (Ref. 23; and see Fig. 1). These direction-selective

cells are mainly confined to cortical layers 4B and 6 and

project to the middle temporal area (MT) (Ref. 24). In MT,

nearly all cells are direction selective25, and they have much

larger receptive fields than the V1 direction-selective neur-

ons. Area MT projects robustly to a third area, the medial

superior temporal area (MST). The dorsal aspect of this area

(MSTd) has very large receptive fields, often covering much of

the visual field, and the cells are often selective for particular

patterns of motion such as expansion or rotation26–30.

Our formal model, mentioned above, has two main

stages which may map onto the primate cortical motion

pathway (see Fig. 1). Of course, each stage of the model

may be accomplished by more than a single cortical level,

and we do not imply that there is a literal one-to-one map-

ping of the model onto cortical areas. However, we do wish

to emphasize the hierarchical structure that exists both in

the model and correspondingly in the motion pathway. The

first stage is the measurement of motion signals, likely to

occur in V1. The second stage, which probably includes

MT, involves the reconstruction of surfaces. The large re-

ceptive fields in MT are conducive to in-

tegrating motion signals over space to

construct surfaces. An additional aspect

of this reconstruction stage assigns depth

values across the surface through the use

of motion gradient information. This

3-D surface computation may operate

within MT, or may utilize the cells in

MST which have been previously shown

to be selective to various gradients and

patterns of motion26–30.

By using transparent motions, we

have been able to establish that area MT

is intimately involved in the surface-

reconstruction process, and in particular

in the removal of noise during this 

reconstruction process. Using bistable

cylinders, we have also demonstrated

that MT is involved in the depth order-

ing of surfaces. This segmentation by

depth is important in surface reconstruc-

tion for determining which velocity 

measurements go with which surface,

and is also essential for the overall 3-D

percept itself. Discussions of these lines

of research follow, each converging on

the idea that area MT is crucial in 3-D

surface representation and SFM perception.

The outcome of all of these experiments is a novel 

appreciation of the role of area MT, which is commonly

viewed as an area specialized for perceiving the direction of

motion. We propose that it has a much more elaborate 

role, directly linked to 3-D SFM perception, and in particu-

lar with the segmentation and reconstruction of moving

surfaces.

Transparency

Motion transparency is an interesting condition in which

more than one surface can be represented at a single lo-

cation in the visual field. Transparent stimuli have proven

invaluable in exploring the surface reconstruction process

and SFM perception. It has long been appreciated that mo-

tion thresholds are higher under transparent conditions31.

In physiology experiments, we found that direction-selec-

tive V1 neurons generally give the same response to a stimu-

lus moving in their preferred direction, whether or not a

second stimulus is present and moving in the opposite di-

rection11. On the other hand, we found strong suppression

of MT neurons under these transparent conditions. This re-

sult led us to propose that the motion pathway contained at

least two functional stages, one in V1 that measures motion

signals, and a second, opponent stage in MT. It was pro-

posed that this opponent stage was part of a surface recon-

struction process, and functions to suppress noise such as

motion flicker. This two-stage calculation resembles several

current models of motion perception that use separate 

measurement and pooling/noise-reduction stages32–35.

A prediction of this two-stage model is that completely

‘balanced’ stimuli, which contain motion signals in oppo-

site directions at every local region in the display, should
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Fig. 1 Cortical motion-processing pathway in the primate. (A) Schematic diagram of the cortical motion

pathway in the macaque brain. Many neurons in layer 4B of V1 (primary visual cortex) are direction-selective, and

these project to the middle temporal area (MT) in the superior temporal sulcus, where nearly all neurons are 

direction-selective. MT, in turn, projects to the medial superior temporal area (MST), which contains direction-

selective cells as well as cells (primarily in the dorsal portion, MSTd) tuned for complex motion patterns such as 

expansion and rotation. Consistent with this anatomical hierarchy, receptive-field diameters (typically <2 deg in

V1, 5–20 deg in MT, and often >100 deg in MST) progressively increase, suggesting an integration and elaboration

of information as one ascends the pathway. (B) Hypothetical roles of V1 and MT in motion processing. Local 

velocity (direction and speed) is initially measured in V1. Cell receptive fields are oriented in space and time 

(bottom left), acting as filters that selectively pass motion signals with a particular direction and speed. These

local velocity estimates are combined in MT, where coherent motion signals are pooled to create a representation

of moving surfaces, and opposing signals from a given depth (i.e. surface) are made to cancel, thus removing 

‘motion noise’ due to flicker, etc. The output of MT neurons may in turn be combined in MST (not shown) to 

create receptive fields selective for optic flow patterns such as expansion and rotation.



completely erase the perception of motion. We developed

several displays which eliminated any motion perception.

One of these consisted of two random dot patterns in which

the dots moving in opposite directions were all paired with

each other36. This stimulus produced an even greater sup-

pression in area MT, providing strong evidence that area

MT is the locus of perception of motion transparency37.

Furthermore, the degree of suppression of individual MT

neurons correlated negatively with their response to visual

noise, supporting our proposal that one purpose of the op-

ponency is to suppress noise during surface reconstruction.

Integration of disparity and motion

In our psychophysical studies with balanced, non-transparent

stimuli, it was found that if the two surfaces were separated

in depth, then the perception of the two surfaces re-

emerged36. Another demonstration of the strong inter-

relationship of stereo and motion is the study of Nawrot

and Blake38, which demonstrated that viewing SFM dis-

plays with stereo can subsequently bias the perceived depth

order of ambiguous SFM stimuli.

Physiological experiments have established that area

MT neurons are selective not only to motion, but also to

stereoscopic depth39. We reasoned that the improved per-

ception of transparency with stereoscopic depth separation

may be a result of the opponent suppression in MT operating

primarily within the same stereo planes. Our experiments

showed that in fact this is true; inhibition in MT occurs

mainly between motion signals with similar disparities40.

This result is consistent with opponency operating to mini-

mize random motion signals from a given surface (e.g. those

due to flicker), while stereospecificity prevents opponency

from occurring between motion signals from different ob-

jects at different visual depths. Figure 2 shows this basic MT

network with opponent suppression within disparity chan-

nels, along with excitatory connections between opponent

directions at different stereoscopic depths

(Bradley, Qian and Andersen, unpublished

observation). As we will see, this basic

network may also be the neurological

basis of the bistable percept that results

for ambiguous stimuli like the rotating

cylinders (Box 1 Fig.).

Neural correlates of bistable SFM

perception

We trained monkeys to perform SFM

tasks similar to those performed by our

human subjects. After lesion to area MT

these animals had a long lasting deficit in

their ability to perceive SFM, even after

simple motion thresholds recovered41.

These were the first experiments showing

that area MT plays a role in the SFM

computation. Ideally, we wanted to have

a more direct measure of the partici-

pation of MT in SFM perception. To 

accomplish this, we utilized the bistable

aspect of the cylinder stimulus. Presenting

the same physical stimulus can lead to

two different perceptions. We reasoned that if MT activities

varied consistently with the animals’ perceptual reports,

then this area has a direct role in SFM perception. We

trained animals to view cylinder displays and then tell us

which way they perceived the cylinders rotating by making

eye movements in the perceived direction of motion of the

front surface42 (Fig. 3A). To be sure the animals did not

cheat, on many randomly interleaved trials we added stereo-

scopic disparity to the dots. In these cases the cylinders are

not ambiguous. Fig. 3B shows two animals’ average per-

formance on this task. When no disparity was added to the

display, the animals’ performance was at chance (50%).

With even a small amount of disparity (12.5% of what

would be expected from a real object) the animals per-

formed well above chance, and with greater amounts of 

disparity the animals’ performance continued to improve.

This smooth and monotonically increasing psychometric

function suggests that the animals are indeed reporting the

direction of rotation they perceive.
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Fig. 2 Schematic circuit of direction- and disparity-dependent interactions in MT.
Opposite motion directions suppress MT responses, but this suppression decreases, some-

times becoming facilitation, when the two directions appear in different disparity planes.

This suggests inhibitory interactions between MT cells tuned for opposite directions and

similar depths (horizontal lines) and excitatory connections between neurons tuned for 

opposite directions and different depths (diagonal lines).

Fig. 3 Behavioral paradigm for studying neural mechanisms of structure-from-motion perception. (A)
A monkey fixates a stationary spot while a cylinder projection, centered in the receptive field of the neuron under

study, appears for 1 s. The monkey then looks at one of two targets to indicate the direction of the cylinder’s

front surface. (B) Mean performance of 2 animals (114 sessions). The ordinate shows the percentage of responses

indicating ‘clockwise’ rotation (designated arbitrarily). The abscissa shows the amount of disparity in the cylinder

as a percentage of the disparity of a real (3-D) cylinder; negative values denote ‘counterclockwise’ rotation (i.e.

opposite to clockwise). As the percentage disparity moves away from zero, performance steadily improves, indi-

cating that monkeys consistently tried to report the direction of rotation (and not, for example, resorting to

guessing at low disparities). Error bars show standard deviation. Adapted from Bradley et al.42



While the animals performed this psychophysical task,

we recorded the activity of MT neurons. We found the pre-

ferred direction and disparity for each cell, then centered

the cylinder stimulus in the receptive field, oriented such

that one of the two surfaces was moving in the preferred 

direction of the cell. For instance the cell illustrated in Fig. 4

preferred down/right motion at near disparities. As predicted,

this cell showed a larger response to full disparity cylinders

in which the front surface moved down and to the right

rather than up and to the left (Fig. 4A). For those trials in

which there was no disparity added, when the monkey per-

ceived the front surface moving down and to the right there

was also more activity than when he perceived the front 

surface moving up and to the left (Fig. 4B). Thus, the cell’s

activity reflected, in a predictable way, the perception of the

monkey in these bistable displays. Approximately one-third

of MT cells showed this result, having a statistically signifi-

cant difference in activity for the same stimulus, depending

on the animal’s perception. Moreover, 50% of the MT cells

which responded differently to the full disparity cylinders

showed this perceptual effect. Most of these ‘perceptual’

cells (27/34) showed the same variation in activity that was

predicted from the responses to the full disparity cylinders.

This correlation of perception with activity was true regard-

less of whether the cells responded best to their preferred 

direction in front (near cells; 17/20) or in back (far cells;

7/9; five cells could not be classified as near or far). Since

such a small number of cells (7/68, 10%) showed sig-

nificant activity differences that were ‘anticorrelated’ with

perception, this may reflect the false-positive rate, which is

expected to be around 5% (i.e. there may not be a distinct

group of anticorrelated cells).

Figure 5A shows the mean normalized response, at each

disparity, for the population of MT cells showing activity

correlated with perception. This plot shows that the activity

in the error trials at all disparities moved in the direction of

the activity for the correct responses. Figure 5B shows the

time course of the population activity for the 0% and 100%

disparities. Note that the differential response for preferred

versus non-preferred rotation for the bistable (zero-disparity)

condition is similar to that for the full-disparity condition.

Thus, the population response of these MT neurons is
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Fig. 4 Data from an MT neuron whose activity was 
correlated with the perception of structure-from-motion.
(A) Responses to a full-disparity cylinder (unambiguous) rotating

in opposite directions. This neuron clearly preferred the front

moving down and to the right. (B) Responses to zero-disparity

cylinders (bistable). Although the surface order (direction of 

rotation) was unspecified, responses were consistently higher

when the monkey perceived the front surface moving down

and to the right. 

Fig. 5 Averaged data from 27 MT neurons whose activity was correlated with structure-from-motion perception. (A) Mean

firing rates as a function of cylinder disparity. The top two curves (square symbols) represent trials where the neuron’s preferred rotation

was actually displayed; the bottom curves, where the non-preferred order was displayed. The outer curves (unbroken lines) represent cor-

rect trials; i.e. the answer matched the actual rotation. Inner traces (broken lines) are error trials. Whether the preferred or non-preferred

order was shown, responses tended to be higher when the preferred order was perceived. Since zero-disparity cylinders do not have an

‘actual’ rotation, there are no correct and incorrect trials in this condition and the two data points at far left are plotted only as a func-

tion of the perceived rotation. (B) Time course of responses to full-disparity and zero-disparity cylinders. Circles represent the preferred

direction of cylinder-rotation and the squares the non-preferred rotation. For the full-disparity cylinders (outer traces), responses diverge

after 200–300 ms, with the higher trace corresponding to the neuron’s preferred rotation (only data from correct trials shown). Responses

to the zero-disparity cylinders show a similar time course, but in this case the higher trace corresponds to trials where the preferred order

was perceived. Adapted from Bradley et al.42



strongly correlated with what the animal perceives in the

bistable displays.

The circuitry for noise reduction during surface recon-

struction, illustrated in Fig. 2, could be responsible for the

bistable illusion. Most MT neurons prefer near or far stim-

uli, but their disparity tuning is broad enough to usually in-

clude zero disparity39. Thus, for example, a cylinder revolv-

ing around a vertical axis will activate four populations of

MT neurons, tuned to near-right, near-left, far-left and far-

right. However, because of the intrinsic excitatory and in-

hibitory circuitries discussed above, this situation is unsta-

ble and will tend toward a steady state that puts activity for

opposite directions in different depth channels. For instance,

if there is slightly more activity in the near-right cells, this

would lead to suppression of near-left cells and activation of

far-left cells that would in turn suppress far-right neurons –

resulting in a perceived counter-clockwise rotation. Nawrot

and Blake proposed a similar model based on psychophysical

data43.

These data show that MT responses directly reflect the

perceived depth of moving surfaces and suggest that MT

has a basic role in SFM perception. Of course, it is possible

that SFM perception occurs in another area connected to

MT, but even if this is the case, our results suggest that the

perception of SFM is ultimately influenced by the segregation

of MT activity into separate depth channels.

Conclusions

There has been considerable progress recently in under-

standing the neural algorithms responsible for SFM percep-

tion. Psychophysical experiments indicate that surfaces are

reconstructed from motion measurements, and physiologi-

cal experiments suggest that this computation is carried out

in two stages. First, motion measurements are made in area

V1. The next stage, surface reconstruction, occurs in MT,

where direction opponency suppresses noise as part of the

reconstruction process. However, the suppression mecha-

nism is also ‘smart’ in not suppressing differential motion

signals at different depths as indicated by disparity. Thus,

disparity is used as a cue to determine when motions are

from different surfaces and should not be suppressed. These

observations, together, strongly support a role for MT in

the segmentation and reconstruction of moving surfaces.

MT circuitry may also be responsible for the perception

of depth induced by opposing retinal motions. Using 2-D

projections of revolving cylinders, we found that MT re-

sponses are correlated with the perception of surface order,

even when surface order is not specified in the stimulus.

The mechanism of this perception may involve a segregation

of activity in MT as a result of competing interactions

which drive responses to opposing motions into separate

depth channels. This is a new insight into the functions of

an area that was previously thought to play a more rudi-

mentary role in perceiving motion direction. SFM percep-

tion promises to be an exciting and fruitful area of research

in the coming years.
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